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EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY .N Anyone who has listened to.discussions of.Christensen rhetoric or sentence-

r-74 'combining must be struck by the sophistication of the, methods

teaching of'style. lly.purposehere is to, offer some inventional models, from

C:3
La .Burke in the hope of showing how sorrfething of the same kind of pophiSticated./

Philip M. Keith

Burieian Inventibn, from Pentad to Dialectic

available 'for.the

,

systeMatization can support the.teadhing of invention: B#keian invention

attracts me because.he provides a model o - hleticism:,in4iscourse rather

like the schoolboy dialectic of Aristotle and RamuS,,, ,,epor, Aristotle, you

:

remember, dialectic was useful as na,"a proedeutib, s training,in nimbleness of

thought. Burke has, in an importailt sense, devote his career to- teaching such

nimbleness to our century, helping us i90toularl to get beyond positive
,

1

,/./: . / ° -' . #

empiricism that ,finds senseloray*the 'empirical y verifiable, and to deal
)X :....'

with abstractions, opinions,"probabi4tiei and
) . ,,':',. ,

kinds" language that have tradityonally been the, oncern p rhetoric and

dialeCtio as opposed,to sciences`' Burke

tentions, sum, with those

system but many systems,,for controllin

is offering a systpm,

g
*/ .6 0 .

and /developing 'elle strategies of

It is concerned with

and not just one

stance and reference that are .the ground df.rhet ric.

Burkeian invention has one limitation, hoe

interpretation, so it has little application to ere objects, unless the user

is a pantheist-and willing to.see.a. tree or foci as an Act of a God or Law,

comiplete with purposes, agencies and. larger con aids.. This limitation,, however,

gives power to Burke's systems or method in ft) using intensively on the

1 interpretive and transformational processes of languageland thought. Burke

transforMation's and embarrassments.A Grammar of Motives --6-akes as his subject the

of expression, the confQsAts and subtleties hat b

the acts of reading. Liting and rewriting.1 part'

and make possible

Burke-gives us a

way of seeing the rewriting process as a kind Wf dialectic in Bch the :eiriter
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is not merely polishing what he has said, but explovmng mare fully what he can

Say.

What t wV.I do herethen, will be to discuss a number of Burkeian models,

sY4tems and tricks that seem to me applicableto pre-writing and revision-.

processes.

-rs-rc

The most commonly recognized of Burke s models is, of course, the Pentad,

Burke's instrument for interpreting actual and potential motives. For Burke,

the-pentad-evolved as_a_Hialectical device for "rounding" .one's perspective,.

1,

for preventing one from limiting himself to the partialness of a single

perspective. Hence the habit in Burke.that many object to, the obsession with

finding..' new and often'incongrUoUS perspectives.. Howard Nemerov once said of

.

-Burke that lie understood had "reading in" to a poem was as important an

analytical skill as "rea g oUt." I should add that at tir time Yemerov was'
[

doing a numerological analysis of Burke's winter mailing addresses. Such

zaniness is not a waste of time, however, for it .provides what thei classipal
I t

rhetoricians called "copia,"la mass of ideas and attitudes that one ,caa,choose

between.
N.-

% In my discussion of the pentad, I will velop an intrTret tion of the

one-stanza poem ti Emily/ Dickihson on the b ck.,of your bibliograpkly sheet.

I am using a coem becaue,poetry's 15readth of self-awareness providAp a better

demonstration of the potential breadth of Burkeian anlysis than would, say, a

student paper.

It is niece

From his slim Palace in the Dust,.
He relegates the realm .

'lore fd,r11 for,the exody
4s befallen him.

Ict unlike much of to ml in late

nineteenth-century New England. 'It would seem that, it was ,*1 :1 soon 'after the

1



=
death of Emily'S father, almost, I would 'like to think.; as a reflex.

2

,

In a pentadic analysis, 'try` -too identify aspects of the poem rea:at,edta

categories of the dramatic situation--act, scene, agent, agency and purpose.

The first term is actwhat- is done 'here? There is -dying; there is grief and
/

tthere is Writing. Dying is rendered in-terini of Prelegation" and.,.".6uxiy;"

.

grief is translated into "increasing loyalty;" and the poem'is written in a.

blend of theological and legal terms.

t,
The second term" is .sceneWhat contexts 'are given antIlimped? ,here is the

fit

grave, translated into a palace; t ere is the hbme andithe mind of the poet,

translated into: the "realm,." //.

The third term is Agent...I.-Who is acting? Thgre is the "Ale" of the poem who

"is" ip a certain .sense the poet's father, but also any dying)nan and Christ.
)

. .- .

The lack of an antecedent for "he" in the poem permits t,hidsort of abstractibn.poem

Then .there is the poet; she is also generalized as the "realm," and(thus.can be /

,Seen as any human confronting the fact of death,,:'!.

The fourth term is Agency--and here Writing, dying and loyalt4re all /

. ,
4.

,,;,,-

The
- /

Media of expression and control, wayS,.of 'communicating.
.1 E.

The fifth term is Purpose-pOhat intentions are stated or implicit in the

,

poem? The ambigui of the;word "relegate" gives.a:double "intention".t the
J

. ' ,

father: h bot / 'g' and ruling the realm. The(Poet also has .bivalent

intentions as th 116em articulates both grief anda kind/of pOLitical'rebellion.,
. /

'

(
Once wp4ide tify these aspects and categories,_ we can get into the much

/:,?
,

- /

,'

subtler, game of the ratios,. Burke is very interested in the way the categories
.

relate/to each other, how they dbminate each other in particular choices of

-Verms that the writer makes as he'writes.- Given.the,five terms, there are ten

possible ratios: .'i.et-Scene, Act-Agent, Act - Agency, Act-Purpose, Scene-Agent,
.

Scene--Agency,, Scene-Pur7b8e, Agent-Agency, Agent-Purpose, Agency-urr,ose,
, .

in ,eachof these ratios, one term can become an interpretation of the other,
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to the:Dickinson poeMiWeCan 'begin 4th the ActSCene

ways can We see thescene as 4n interpretation' of the act or

question can help' ,is to read the poem as a dramatization

des,, toward death.. It is a commonplace, that theological

and perspectives were often conflated or confused.j

New England

legal terms-

Then we can go t Act-Agent7,7an whattway:doe the action represent or

dramatize conditio s of mind?

aftheAe can seeithe ironies

This allows us-to interpreOthe poem psychologically.

father's condition, and,hthe death-obsession of the

p6et.T-heActgency ratio permits ustoread the poem as arstudy,in poetry ati'd
'

.

poetics, or as an analYtiCal and expiorati g.46 with-language, testing ranges

of referentialiti. Act-ParpOse lets us reacithe poem as an expression of grief,

. lets us read death as an.expression,Of' frustration with the world .of one's:
7 4

personal relationd.' Scene-Agent allmis us to readEmilyl)ickinson's home and

cultare ad' projection's of the minds of Emily and her tather making them'impOrtant

character typeS. Scene-Agent allows us to read cultural and home settings as

":language, as ways of composing and UnderfIanding experienCe, Scen'ePUrpose allows

us to' read cultVreand homeaS expressions o

botkpOet:and:fatherf-the hymn stanza refle

intentions 'purposes and for

b th Emil lrintense desire for

drder!,and,an effort to draw on her hUrch en ronment as:a way of ordering_. and

trolling mind and heart.
(---L-

°And oh We can go through this dizzying' series- of shifting pe spectives--Agency-

Purpose can make us aware of how Emily registers an awareness t at fangUages in

themselves can work out their own intentions or purposes in the lives of n,

an awareness.that is onetof the hidden caverns in Emily's greatest .oems. The

system owl be complicate: almost to infinity. Ina later version of A Grammar of

.!!Otives, Burke found reason to add the term "Attitude" to the pentad .as being

significantly distinct froM "Agent" and "Purpose." This produces a INfole series

Oa'
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bf:nqW;r4tios as sources of distinct perspectives, Mr. Kneupper has-develOped

th74-way ratios, and 'I suppose one's mind could make use of other

multiples .

The point ; would want to emphasite,', however, is the general applicability

f7t0 method to ap'y kind of statether4,1Orexpression--poem, letter; text bOok,

:p'ictur'e, Musical composition, garden and student essay.

BUrke's pentad is the most epecrOular of his iriventional.systems bu-tis best.
',

t,inderstood when seen- against the general Jbackground ofBtrke'scohcern with

dialectic in the restOf this dimausSion I wiII suggest how a number of the

other dialectical games that Burke use'in A Grammar of MotiV can be used

1 1

to develop inventional-skilis to ,be used in the revision arid evaluatiOn processes.

Let us assume that a student has written a rather stock freshman theme with

the following thesis:, "I decided to go to the Uraversity of Xanadu becaupe of

its tradition of academic excellence." If he is- working with stghdard rhetoric,

text like Baker's The Practical. Stylist the tudent.Will simply go on 1to., find. ,

. 4

'Interesting and sincere" arguments to suppo edevelop this point. With Burke

in as rePetoire,'however, he will head of i on 4 different track to refine,
/

translate, transform or reverse"this the is and in the process lead himself into

a faze richer compositiopal context.

First, he might teasing his sentence a bit, asking what the etymology, of

the :lord Tradition" mighthave to do with what he is trying to 'say, If he goeS

to the 0E15, he will find a number of contradictory definitio --for Aster-me,

in Church history, aadita.on was the treasonous giving up of sacred secrets.

That might get the student thinking in an interesting way about what he expects

"traditiond.ofacademic excellence" to do-for him.

Sectnd, he might try to explore the lints of ;-.is arteetpnt with his thesis

by making it part of-a dialectical procesSand_by findias situations in which it

not hold valid. Would "traditions of academic excellence" be of-much

r
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significance in his ohOice of a*nursery.school fOr.hischild:;:,.,or a training

program.in computer-programming. Might he not.be'looking for ,something else

in making such educational choices?

The composition student is usually given one very heavy dose of advice to
4

"simplify." ke reminds us that tle reverse advicef is often just as
V

to find the complex in the simple. that complex ideas, motives, purposes

of whatever lie behind our student's simple belief-in the value of "a tradition

of academic excellence? Is his belief based on inherited prejudices, on motives

that relate more to his social position than tipchis education? This little

trick of forcing oneself to' see additional motives can deflect the student from

a bad subject to a more promising one.

Another device would be what 'Burke calls "Expansion' of Circ erene."
0

Here he is working.ftdt a.Hegelian dialectic model. ,A thought'generates its

opposite or negatifve, and together they generate a higher syntheq.s,of trth

since the mind cdnnot rest in contradiction. This syAem might lead our student

into a line of thought something like this.; a tradition of academic excellence

is good, but in what respect is it not good? Men, haw can the conflict b

resolved? What kind of,sentence can be written now? That sentence can in turn

,
be,. countered, and the process can go on and on until it fails to produce new.

itperspectives or refineme s.

.Another device ,is' whal, Burke aglIs "Translation." We frequently advise

our _students to be more concrete. Burkelagain'inverts the'ma.tter and "inds a

4

real value in encouraging the opposite as skell-nthe student does not need only

to "concretize" his discourse, dile must also be able to "alembicate"; in Burke's

quaint use of the old alchemical term. This is not a generally appreciated

skill in our day and age, but'it can help in teaching a control of jargon and

(-)her forms Of abstraction. In Burke's own writing, the device of ,translation

is the source of a good deal of exasperation for readers who do not recognize the

fun involved. In A Grammar of Motives, the relativelyannocuous phrase; 'w'ihere .

.7-
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-wishes are in conflict," is alembicated.into
"where the sovereign ideality of

the 'confluence' orlbalance or pansperm,la' of all wishes must be translated

_

into the i#om of pradti al cdnsiderationS."3 at another point;"coitus" becoMes

______ .

.,..

"a dialectical alchemy whe -by acquisitionzis readily transfomed into en

.
.

Our student's sentence could
translated d o "I like the idsa of sittilg

.. ...

/

in the same chair as Bertrand,Ru ell;" or p to "I came tip the University of

Xanadu to identify with- 1 artic ate from a systm grounded in an ambience
s

of individual
achievement and soc al aristocracyS." Such sentences may not be

graceful as prose, but useful as invention. I can testify to the effort of mind:.

that goes into producing such sentences-.

The'pentad Itself is another such dialectical-device.
My .use of it on the

poem by Emily Dickinson should suggest how it can enrich the7student's resources.

for writAg by developing his awareness of the contexts and motives from which

his initial compositional choices come. There are others 9s well, ftll

explications of which would takeup Ach more time than I have to sperid here.

The four "Master Tropes"--metaphor,
metonymy, Aynechdoche and ironythat Burke

discusses' in the-final
appendix of Grammar of "Motives become a handlist of

.

.

. . _

topics.for analyzing3e.relationship
between ideas and things. -Burke also.plays

at some length with a',setof terms he °borrows PromCeleridge,forexploring.any
- . ,

dialectical division, any distinction between. two. terms,- Any' such distinction

can be seen or interpreted as identity, duality4
ipolarity,- synthesis, indifference,

-- *

predominance, succession, alternation and/or substitution.
Each term givesia Way of

seeing a, specific substaNce behind the
substantive, in Wittgenstein's

phrase, of

Finding an qcspect, of the total potential Meaning of-the distinction.
Here, as

nowhere else in oulipedagogical literature
this side of

AriStAtle, we have a

true "calisthenics for the-mind."

Burke is impordkant for tao.basic reasons. First', .he is the major ierican

sodkesman'in our century for a.rhetoric grounded in'dialectic.4
k,

In The New

.J
gat



Rhetoric. Chaim Perelman makes the fascinating argument that argumentation

-
e t_

shou4i be grounded in essentially pre-Cartesian ways of thinking about discourse,

in the balance of rhetoric an4 dialectic. It is anarguable pisition_that Burke's
'

major achieVement as a writer, rhetorician and critic is his broadening of pur
4

understanding pf the logic of discourse by returning to a pre-Cartesian emphasis

on dialectic,-the logic of opinions rathel- than verifiable terms.

Second, Burke offers a way of getting beyond our narrowand almodt obset-sive

concern with linguistic style. For Burke, writing is action rather than linpistic

/

-

.process, a matter-of interpreting motives rather than ptocfsSing information,-

//a matter of dialectic rather than syntax,-,.and his emphasis provideS a counter. '
- 4

i.

/
by which our present Methods of teaching writing, our n9West methods as well as

A '
our older ones, can be improved.

4

Philip M. Keith
St. Cloud State University
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